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Introduction 
In order to enable the Board of Trustees to be as effective as possible, and to meet 
its legal obligations, it needs to be serviced efficiently. The Grange aspires to best 
practice in governance and stays informed of initiatives and developments to help 
Trustees fulfil their roles and responsibilities throughout the year. 
 
This procedure has been compiled in the knowledge that it will not remain the same 
for any length of time, due to continuous improvements that can be made in the 
servicing of the Board of Trustees and the various committees (which may increase 
or reduce in number according to the charity’s need). 
 
Primarily responsible for servicing the Board and Committees is the Administration 
Team Leader and the Chief Executive Officer. The procedure needs to be kept up to 
date to ensure smooth handover in case of a change in personnel. 
 
Main Requirements 
 

1.  Arranging Board, Committee and Consultative Forum Meetings  
The Administration Team Leader (ATL) should use the Board and Committee 
checklists (Appendices 1- 7) to ensure that all the necessary steps are taken 
timeously to prepare for and follow up formal meetings involving Trusteesat 
The Grange. 
 

2. Setting the Dates of Meetings 
Every September, the ATL produces a draft calendar of all key meeting dates 
for the following year (see example in Appendix 8). When setting dates, the 
ATL needs to take into account their own availability, the time needed to 
attend meetings, write up the minutes and circulate them to Trustees within 
the required timescales.  The draft calendar is circulated to Trustees for 
comment, so that they can plan ahead and note the dates in their diaries. 
Wherever possible, meeting dates take account of, and avoid, dates when 
Trustees know they will not be available. The aim is to maximise Trustee 
participation and to ensure that Committee and Board meetings are quorate.   
 
The calendar also shows dates of the quarterly Family Carers’ Consultative 
Forum.  The Forum is chaired on a rotating basis by a Trustee, with one other 
Trustee in attendance, also in rotation.  To make best use of Trustee time and 
travel, Forum meetings should be arranged to coincide with the dates that the 
Trustee representatives will be at The Grange for another Committee or Board 
meeting.  
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Occasionally it is necessary to arrange additional Committee or Board 
meetings outside those already scheduled. The ATL should use the Doodle 
online scheduler or a similar tool to do this in the most efficient way. 
 

3. Servicing the Annual General Meeting (AGM) and managing Trustee terms 
The AGM usually takes place between the middle of September and middle of 
October. The key purpose is for the members (who are the Trustees) to adopt 
the annual report and statement of accounts; appoint auditors for the 
following years and agree their remuneration; and to (re-)elect Trustees.  
 
Each Trustee’s term of office officially starts on the date of the AGM after they 
were first appointed.  
 
The AGM is attended by Trustees, as the sole members of the Company.  A 
more informal Annual Review meeting is also held for The Grange’s wide 
range of stakeholders to inform them about the organisation’s development 
and performance over the previous financial year and plans for the year 
ahead. 
 
Monitoring Trustee tenure, elections and replacement                                                       
In January each year, the Human Resources Officer reviews the Trustee 
Tenure chart  to check which Trustees’ terms are due to end at that meeting 
and at the following year’s AGM. If a Trustee’s first or second term is due to 
finish at the forthcoming meeting, the Chair should check with the Trustee 
whether they wish to stand for re-election. Their election should be listed on 
the AGM agenda. If the Trustee wishes to stand down, action to recruit a new 
Trustee should start.  Also, if a Trustee’s final term is due to finish at the 
following year’s AGM, the Chief Executive Officer and Chair need to consider 
arrangements to recruit a new Trustee (See BT03 Trustee Recruitment 
Procedure).  The Chair should review the Trustee Tenure chart on a more 
regular basis, so that succession planning be carried out effectively, and any 
recruitment started at the earliest opportunity. 
 
Arrangements for the Annual General Meeting (AGM)  
At least six weeks before the AGM, the Chief Executive drafts the formal 
notice of the AGM, and it is then sent to all Trustees at least 21 days in 
advance of the AGM.  At least seven days in advance of the meeting, the PA 
circulates the AGM papers, consisting of the agenda, minutes of the previous 
AGM, copy of the Annual Report and Accounts and any other supporting 
papers. If a new Trustee has joined the Board during the course of the year, 
then there should be an item on the agenda acknowledging this appointment. 
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The Finance Manager will extend the invitation to the auditors to attend and 
will confirm to the Chief Executive if this is required. 
 
Within two weeks of the AGM, the ATL writes up the minutes, clears them 
with the Chief Executive and Chair, and circulates the final draft minutes to all 
Trustees. 
 

4. Recording meetings and format for minutes 
As an aid to minute taking, Trustees have agreed that the proceedings of its 
Board and Committee meetings can be recorded when required, as long as 
the recording is deleted when the minutes are finally adopted. This practice 
must be brought to the attention of every new Trustee at the beginning of the 
first Committee/Board meeting that they attend (which may be the Board 
meeting they observe before they become a Trustee) and to the attention of 
any other meeting participants. 
 
Minutes should be produced in a font that is clear and legible, and confirms 
with equalities good practice as well as being appropriate for any special 
requirements of individual Trustees.  Action points should be clearly indicated 
and referenced numerically, with a summary table of actions included.  This 
summary table should be used as the basis for a status upate as part of the 
‘matters arising’ item on the agenda of the subsequent meeting.   
 

5. Signing  and Filing of Minutes 
When the minutes of the previous Board or AGM are adopted, the ATL should 
ask the Trustee who chaired the meeting to sign and date a hard copy of the 
adopted minutes to confirm it is a true record. 
 
The agenda and signed minutes of each Board, AGM and Committee meeting 
should be retained on file, with the signed copy scanned if it is retained in 
electronic form only. 
 

6. Circulation Protocol  
Papers should be circulated at least seven days in advance of a meeting so 
that Trustees have adequate time to read and prepare. The Chair and Vice 
Chair are ex-officio members of all the Committees and may request to be 
copied in to committee correspondence and/or the circulation of reports at 
their discretion. 
 
The Grange is seeking to reduce its consumption of paper, and Trustees are 
encouraged to work from digital copies of reports sent by email or published 
on the password protected pages of the website.  If hard copies are required 
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for any reason, Trustees should ask the ATL in advance and they will be 
provided on the day of the meeting.  
 
In order to facilitate electronic working, consistent document naming is 
essential and papers should be titled sequentially.  Documents should be 
saved in pdf format and the ATL should upload copies at the time of 
circulation to the website.   
 
Some decisions are needed at short notice, and cannot wait for face to face 
discussion at a meeting. The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) will make this clear 
in any emails circulated on the matter for decision. When responding, 
Trustees are required to “Reply all”, so that everyone is aware of their 
colleagues’ comments.  The CEO will keep a record of responses, and will 
reference the decision reached in the papers of the the next available meeting 
of the relevant Trustee meeting. 
 
 

Note: this procedure relates to the following relevant documents: 
- BT02 Governance Policy 
- BT03 Trustee Recruitment Procedure 
- BT04 Trustee Induction, Training & Development Procedure 
- BT06 Trustee Expense Claims Procedure 
- BT08 Regulator Reporting Procedure 
- BT09 Conflicts of Interest Policy 
- Articles of Association 

 


